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peiformance, affects, confidence, and time were compared for students
using the tevised' Materials. and students using, the original
materials. Atli used 'to.lrevise existing materials, tbe,'ISPP
prescriptions produced Tignificant differences only in-tbe second
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When tisedto revise_eicietingmaterials, the ISDP prescriptions produced
signifitint differences ouiy in the 2no study.. Pailure'tp find the predicted
results may have'bien a resul4 of co4founding factors in the real - world
experimental situations used. Othae:sudies have demonstilitted that exiscing.
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FOREWORD
.

.

--, .

This,r research and develOement was
.

conducted in support ofAdvanced
Developmenk,.Subproject Z010840A (Adaptive_ Experimental Approach to In- ,

structional Deeign). This work is one aspect of .an area-concerned with
evaluation of Instruction/training. Previous wol:k reviewed the existing
testarch 1 tetature that has,investigated the propositions underlying the*.
Profile:qk 'review identified requirements for refeardh and development
to which t e studies described in theprepett report, which.tnvolved test
and evaluatign of the ISM; word directe&W'

1
. 4 t. %."

.

. .

Dri..4ohn Carter and -John Ellis served as contract monitots.A This
report was - reviewed and edited by Dr. icairt Ellis:

J. J. CLARKIN
Comminidiag Officer
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SUMMARY

t d

1.

I

,.. .

Problem - .,. . . ,*..

The Ins,tructional, Stia tegy Diagiostic-Piofili (ISDP) wai,designed to -' .

. enable instructionagdevelppers and, evaluators to4predict the effectiveness
of and prescribe improvements for existing instructional materialc._ while .,

some ,pvidence exists astodts effectiveness, it hig.not'yet received suf.'.
ficient empirical eyaluatio.n. ' -

. Oifective

The purpose
development and

. . -
04 .r "" I . ..

. .. . . .

*ofIthis research iha development effort .was'tolfurther the ,..

validation of the ZSDP.and2the accomfanying instructional.
a.
4-.. . .0
.

.

design prescriptions. -0

Approach

. -

Three empirical studies were Conc iliated using two different methodologies: "..
. 4.

'Method one, which wes'used for the first twd studies, consists of modifying-
existiiginsttuctional materials. based on prescriptions resultingfrom'ag

: ISDP analysis of thOseNaterAals. Method Vans which wig used for the.,thethird
.

study, is an interventihn frocess, in which a.wgek unit of anexisting course
. , is selected and modifieevie%severalprescyiptipna resulting from an ISDP ..

analysis.' Test-perfornance, affect,'confidence; and time were compared for" :
students using threvised'materials and for those using the origiA4 materials'. ".

,,..

-

of

.

Study 1, usingmethod one fft aintroductory statistics' course, compared .

aicailework presentation,with 1 regular prose presentatimmlwith either elaborated'.
.

or correct VI/4r feedback..
.

.

4-,,. . --)
Study 2, using Method one

A
on the same statistics course as Study 1; Coot:

t

.
.

pared the performancSof groups using connected rules, discrete rules,. ea.
rules embedded in expository text. The connected rule involved an,algoriAhm
for selecting which rule to use; the. discrpte rule contained an glgOrft44
and the embedded rule neither involved ocontained an algorithm. .h. . Nq

e

. .
1

'' Study-3, using method two, revised g unit of the syllatme foir:Sn'.introductory
physics course and then compared that unit with the original:unif ipcterms of
student performance, time, and affect. Lectures, textbooks, aildiliecUssions

were^the same for both groups. ._. : .. .
- -4,

, .

.. 1

.Findangs
-

. e . .
t

.4-1 .-- .%* 4 c rem

In.Scudy 1, no Sig nificant differences wete-obserVed in 4011deht:performance, -

affecti.confidenct, or time. In Study 2, poittestltarfalcmaipCof both discrete
and connected 'rule groups was superioe,to.that of the.embeddedlrula group. On .

affect, the discrete rule was-most positive, golloiodd,byPie connected and
embedded rule groups. There were no time' or copffiftcwafterencei. Finally,,

, in Study 3, there were no significant differaneesti,04formance, time, or .

affect between the two groUps, aithough.the.meari# were.ii'the predicted direction.
Failure to find the predicted results 'may hive beWit.:Fesult of confounding
factors in the real -world experimentaL.situitiOniAged..

.-,.. :
. . . -

.

v

.*-7-
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'Conclusions

.* The research reviewed indicate that the propositions un4erlying the
Profile seem to be `valid.. While the data reported in this document is
somewhat inconclusive and not sufficient to make unqualified statements
it is,'nevertheless, positive. When considered with other data on theISa.,
At seems reasonable to assume that,when the ISDP,Profile is used as a guide
to analyze and modify existing instruction, The resulting performance of
studen'ts is likely to be more effective. This is especiallf likely when the
tests is well as the main line instruction, can be modified. It is less .

likely when only the student syllabus is modified. The ISDP does seem to
have considerable potential as an instructional evaludtion and development

Recc.mietild"ic"

1. The ISDP, as presented in the ISDPitraining manual, is recommended
for use by Navy - instructional developers and evaluators. However, it should
be considered asan experimental tool, and should be used only by experienced
instructional technoloOete who caTi appropriately adapt its use to various
settings.and circumstances..

Itis recommended that.ISDP validation and development efforts con-
t nue so that this instrument can become an easy to use tool for all instruc-
ti al development and evaluation personnel..

i"
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Problem

. I. w

.1

Guidelines for predicting instructionaleffecriftness, if they exist"
at all,are vague at best, It is alioaisOpaible to look at an instruc-
tionproduct and predict itsseffecti,ness bithe use of existing guides.
TheInstructional'Strategy Diagnostic Profile (ISDP) was designed (Merrill
& Woodi-, 1975) to enable indtructAohal 'developers and evaliutors to predict
the eifeCtiveness of and Oescribe improvements for existing instructional
materials. While sow evidence exists as to itS effectivenete it has nqt_
yet received sufficient,empirical validation.

.

INTRODUCTION
.

Purpose ..

The purpose of this research and development effort was to,further the
development and validation of the ISDP and the accompanying instructional
design preicriptions.
\ .

Backgrnund,and Scope
-

1' ..;
.,

This OrOject.was conducted in three phased. Phase I consisted of in.,,

extensive review of reported research studies as they relate tothe pro-
,: positions underlying the instructional Strategy Diagnostic Profile (Merrill,

,.. Olson, & 'foldaway, 1976). tesultsofthis review indicate thkt there LB .
, ..

considerable empirical_researchsupport fpr most Of the propositioqp under-
lying the Profile.. 1,t was fuithei suggested that an instructional package .

. that'is judged-to,have a high ISDP index Should'irovide rather effective
instruction. : , .

.

This document is the technical report for the Phase II ef.for,t, which.
consisted'of tniee empirical studies using two different methodologies. 2.

.,

%

w r
Phase III involved the preparation and validation of a manual for train

users in ISDP analysis. 1This manual 41.11 be published as a separate tenni
report (Merrill, Wood; & Richards, inipreparation). Preliminary validation
indicates -that experienced instructional developers, Wio have alroady_had.
graining in vocabulary of the160,_ are Lib v.toLconsistently rate exis, gg
instructioh and to prescribe modifications by neEhe guide/inesprovid

4

by 'the ISDP4raining manual. .14;.:.

.

.

.-4

-

4

'4

.. , . . /
. .7. ., ,

r -iv

1 .
.

. :' if ' 1 ,,., ,...- t
1 .... ... .'. '

i ' fI ,

r

4,11
; .iff L/
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APPROACH

I

As.indicated previously,'Phase II 9f this project consisted of conducting
three empirical staiterausing ewoldiffereht,methodologies. ;Method one,' Vhich

; was well for,the-first"t40 sfhdies, Consists of modifying existing instructional
.'materials based on4prescriptions iesulting,from an ISDP analysis of those
) materials. sMetgod tw9, which used fin the third study, is an ,intervention
". Process, in which-'(1) -a course is'enalyzed via the-ISDP, (2) a weak unit of.
- instruction is selected, (3) the test used for that unit is revised such that
it yields d higher ISDP index; and .(4) the unit of instruction selectedis
modified so that the strategy used.yields ehigher ISDP index. The original
and revised instructions are, then administered to randomlressigna/gzoups,
anctperforMance on'Wth'is Compered, The three studies are 6acti...Ledriefly
below an4.in detail in the followingsiceihns-.+.4

Studi 1--Pramiwork Rule Representation and 'Elaborated Feedback' in Statistici
Initruction'

/ ;Using method one ib an introductory `statistics course, a framework
.

.

rule
\
representation was compered'with a regular prose rule representation

and-correct answer feedback was compared with elaborated feeiplackol-On the _

r wettest, there were no performanceldifferencese Students were also cOmpared
on 1(1) the appeal of the instruction, as measured by a questionnaire, (2)
confidence in their responses, and (3) timrequired to complete the instruc-

.

* ' tion. There were no significant differences on snytof these dependent measures.
' The ISDP rating gf.the instruction before the modifidation. Vas very good. It

'was suggested that the relationship between performanceemd the ISDP index is
a decreasing function. That is, it requires a large increment st theeehigh -

end of the ISDP,szale to reqult.in a measurable performance differenCe, as
compared to 8 small increment st the low end of the scale. -4

1

,

Study 2 - -Test and Generality Consistenc in.a Classification Task
. . .4. $.*''.

Also using method one. in the same introductory statist(cs course,
performance of.groups usihg.three 'types of rule statements were compared:
connected rules, discrete rules, and the regular expository test, which.
served'as'the control. The first tip treatments consisted of an integrated
algorithmic fimichart'represenrationlor.the connected condition and separate
nonintegrated flow /chart representations for the discrete condition. The .

regularcondition ail:Isnot present a how-touse-the-rqle'algorithm of any kind.
..0n.Posttest Performance; the connected and discrete, rule groups scored signif-
icantly- higher than .the regular instruction group. 'On,effect, all three-

.grou0s weredifferent with ihe discrete group most positive, the connected,
, next, and:the'regUlar ,instruction least positive. There were no significant v

.'...4& differences between group's on Oosttest time or response confidence. It was
concluded. cncluded thqp proyiding the-student With-en ilgorithplic rule resulted in a

performance increment. It Should.be noted that this study also used materials
which had s'high initial ISDP rating and thit the of an algorithmic ,

rei0bentation of-the rulewas still able to. cause a further, increment in I ,

.. performance. A
. ,
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StUdy 3--- Validation of the Instructional Strategy Diagnostic Profile
in Physics 00.

. ,
. .

The'second methodoiOgY was used in an introductory physics course
, .

at Brigham'Younklftivereity; An ISDP analysis of the teats used in the., course
'indicated that less than /0 percent of the test.items met the ISDP require-
aente for adequate rule- using. Performance oprhirule-uping items was
significantly lower than performance on the.aemori-oriented items. Oneof

.

:
the :poorest (as indicatectby'test performance) units 4:1f- instruction 1788:
imiected for ISDP.modificition; A revised teat was :prepared which Included

- .. more rule -using items$ and the instruction was revised-to scorehigher on
the Profile. Duilhg die-anmmersterm,, students in the course were rendomly

'.assigned to the existing orthe revised materials. All students took.both.
.theo4iginelnd the revised teat.'

. :. .

There Vaaa significant difference Within'groups, indicating diet
. .

Performanceon encountered test items was better than that on unencountered
test items. However, between-group differences, on either type of teat, P.,
while,in.the predicted direction, failed to reach significance. The study
"attempted to demonstrate that modification pi the syllabus in etcotdance wtfi
'ISDP .ftinciples would fesult in -a perfOrmance increment. Afteause of consider-

._
able within group variance probably,resulting'from the uncontrolled influence

xof lectures, the extboOk and student interaction, the results failed to
demonstrate the predicted difference. . Ili

. ,
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STUDY ll iltA1.14'WORK RULE REPRESiNi'ATION-AND 2:';.. .! i'`:
. . ELABORATED FEEDBACK IN STATISTICS' -, ". .4'"

k INSTRUCTION"

Design Challenges

,

.

,
-

The development ot instruction that effectively ptepares.learneri to,
.

use complex rules under low prompt testing conditions presenti two chal, 10 .

lenges to the .instructional 'designer: (1) finding an appropriate reptaen:--
,cation -of the rule(s) that facilitatesrecall,..and (2)a providing for ° . ,

appropriate practice and feedback that effectiVely prepares the learner to .

apply the rules on similar test.items. -

-

Rule Rtpresentation -

.

.
P

I

4.
11, ..4

, .

Severel sources- provide evidencefor the necessityof representing
rulea is iniEiuction withr /accompanying mathemagenie, information: 'Lenda
(1974).found that the effectilenest and efficiency of student performance .

' increased when algorithmic representation was used in teachipi mathematics .

and lankuage rules. Markle (1975) found that a vertical .list of Attributes
was superior to,A-paragraph with-embedded attributes iii the acquititionrof -
rules: May ;r (075a)-COncluded that an assimilative set or framework

,
. facilitated.storage and retrieval of rules, from meMoryl. Minsky (19710 tug-. v

eleme when encountering a new situation -or instance. Glaser (1976).
gestset a framework of information facilitates the baniOulttitn of critical

advocates finding ways to represent complex inforittion to the novice learner .

1,4

in such ways, thit enboding is facilitated and time to criterion competency is -

..decreilea.'
.. . - *

0. ..

o- in,Merrill an Wood (1975). Spate limitations do not allow for a full
elaboration h '

4 OF

. . ,

. Appropriate Practice :.%
,- .

. .411.' '. . .....
- Practice can be defined as an instructional display that (1)-requires

. ,

the learner to respond overtly to an explicitll stated task and (2) provides;
atleast; correct answer feedback to the learner. .Practice is judged' to be -

appropriate if the task, coAtentand feedback of the instructional display
_are isomorphic to the task and content of the-rule representation. jt is -- .

assumed in this study that tke moiteffective practice, displays 'should inelude
--framework displays identical to the .rule representation, and that feedbick ,

should:be the correct answer with elaboration rather than the correct answer
. only. Merrill and Wood', (1975),2 Wood, Richards, and Merrill (1976)1 and . ,..

,

'Schmidt, Wood, and_ Merrill .(1976).provide a rationale-and some ,evidence for
creatingexample and practice displays that are isomorphic to or consistent
with rule displays. ,

.
. et

.0 4
'Study conducted.by N. DWood, R. IC Oirstrop,and M. D. Merrill. /

2A more .ex enSive defltnition of the terms used in this section is found

%,

5

.4

a

1

A
4

4
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.

(

. .,,
. ..' Hypotheses. --. :*.

. . .
4 ? i , . 0

' \.: . -Tide study.. will investigate' the effects of (1), representing complex.
at
°rats" a ma themagentc fiatiewort pf. information. and "(2) providing

. . '
4

t .0°
R

. . ..
4

elabilatedleedbackrstd...4jractice displays. The general hypothesis is as
,

'foilows71 .'
.

. . -- The framework (matheinagenic) representation of rulei
'k, andi"tdnitietenx.'p`ractice with elaborated feedback will .

pr ,duce significantly_ mere positive 'student outcomes than
. sled ight '1 is t or"'nonframework representation. of rules
.wixh eqrrect answer only feedback-t

.
. . ... .
Methods " -

e .., 1 .. /
... Selection of Slibject.fiatter- /

.- .
Glaser)ana Resnick (1972) have. identified the need to do instruc-

d on this Ceived"
tiOnal psyched.° research within realistic settingneed

to go beyond the artificial context and .subject
ok with existing curricula.

Base
matter of -the -Laboratory setting, an ongoing introductory steel Courie'

at Brigham Young University was selected for th,e0followingreasons: (1)
typical subject .matter within a typical instructional setting was available,
and (2) complex. subject matter conducive to framewprk rule representation
was an. integral-pal of ths. course,

_t ... . ...

A sagmewi.oesiesson of instruction i from p unit of hypothesis testing. .

for one mean waWchosen as -the specific subject matter of the study. This
segment,incruded':the folloiting six steps:

. ; . . , .

- . 2.
*IV 2.

3.

4 ,4
, 5.

6.

...

tOrmuld
Or

te the-null (HQ) ) and alternative (H ) hypotheses.a. , 4 . 1.

Choose samOle size (n) and alpha. __
7,4'

Chooie test statistic.

Hike decision rule.

Calcukate test 'statistic..

Melee. decision.

Subjects
. 7

- ; "41

.

A groupof193 stydents (encouraged by the. statis4cs department to
par ticipeY was. given' course credit
Most -of the itudents.were sophomores
gradual ld- litudennk. A wide diversity,.,

vC

4141' t'

,
t

I

for parricipation.in the experiment.
-and juniors, with a few seniors and
of majors was represented by the group.

O

I

-r

ot

I-
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11. ., $ '. Treattain.t , gaterials . , .. '
.,

,

.7 4 -, .. 's ._ , .,
t. .

.

: _pa' sour .types of treatment materials were: : .

. .
-, -P ..*..

4t .. * . . A ..,1 ,'" 71 .i. li
. - 1. Frimriewoik rule repreientition with elaborated' feedback.. ',... . ,.('--

. . .
. ; . : . - 0.4.A.' .. *- ....:,

2. .ihiSsomtriiurie'reptesentatLon with correct answer feedb;14.

...- . ,.. . .

' '3.,.- Nonframeworkruie-representationwithoelaborated feedb-eck. , , -
, ,

4., 4.,. .
,:.- ..% -- *,` - ,

, , .

p.. 4., NonframeworkrulerPpresentaori, with correct answer feedback; 3

,' '''- _, , ,4, !

_. . All four treatment bsierial.types werein-workbook form, and weir , I

randomly distributed to students in the lecture hill:mhere the experiment.
was conducted. -

' 4
Representative `examples of the rules, practice, and :feedbeqk displaye

used in the four treitmenti:aie found inigures 1 thibugh #,; Figures 1 awl
/ 2 !bow the framework rule'revesentationvith elaborated and with correct; C

answer feedback,, 'respectively; and Figures 3' and 4.,' the/no6framework title,. '1

representation-with elaborated-and-wftireorrect-anesAr
feedback.;

a a t:' .

....; e..i;.7*

The treatment conditioWshown.in Figure 4 represents the oilginal ,-

''instructionallaterialeused in the course. These materiels appeared in
the form of a self-instirictionaliPit by Christensen X1974) . Ari agreement..

,...%

wavmade with the instructor. that any.treatmerit that was-considered by meins, .7,

Of the. Instructpnal4Strategy Diagnostic Picfile (ISDP) (Merrill & Wood, 19755, '. 4.

as less effective than the' original would 'not, be 'seed. .Therefore, the Treat-. -v i.':.:::-

manta shown in Figures 2 and 3 were considered to lie more effective, while ; 4:
,.

the treatment in Figure 1 was considered to be the most effective,' ...4 ...,

..

z.,

_ nstruientation .
.

4 . ,.

/
. - , :. .

..
,

.
The poist-treatment test aiministered to all;stSdenti in the experiment, k.

4 , ...
: "

comprised 12 paper-Add-pencil, multiple-choice questions ottrecall, concept" c.
7

classifiaation,_ind,rule-Using typta. An example' of a rule -using test item
- is found in Figure 5- n's number of correct ansvets on the twelve items by

each student waluused as the-Openaant'variablarcformande.
, : a

-. - .

. Etteh..question*as
.

followed by a sevenpoint..differential scale, which
prolxidthe etideitls domfidericein his answer to,the test question. An example
of the confidence scale item'_ is shown in Figuri'S. The a#erege:cOnfiderice for-
each student, on all items was used aathe dependent variable confidence,

4,
. . 44

. The Affect that-the Instruction had on the studeptwas)4easured.flve
1

times during the treatment period, OsiAg,a sev*n7question semantic differential
scale 6;prma4 s(see 4gpre 5). The leaeures were taken after students'(1)-read
the Instructional materials, (2) responded to .test items 1 and 2 (medctry type),
(3) reepoided.to teat items 3, , 5, and 6 (concept and rifle using);' 01' '.

,-'-' resionded to test items 7,13, 9, and ID (concept and ruleomaps), and (5) ,

responded totest items 11 'and 12 higher order rule using). The word
-were shambled as to order and poiartty for the five measures in orderAlk '

avoid,an,anticipatioq.effact...the aiierage score for each vtddentim all five
afftbemaaeuraa was used at the"`dependent' affect.

. .,. ., -' . 41 . 10 . 1
1 0.0. , .1"

0 .". 1,... 4 .
-

7

18x1 s

4 4. v.
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;
'Jr
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V

The Six ste-i;irof:this." Proiaire can be remembered more if they'.
are, listed in a fratneW6A similar to the one below.' .

:4

A

a,

4

I.

4, .

s

1..

r*.

- , . t
A

ORMOLATE H AND HHo . a. ' .
.%

v
-..

,,.

t, '

.

I

.

.
.

.

4

" rZ: %CHOOS4 %

*4:1
.-.

:
4 :'

. . : ,

0., :

. .

CHOQSE TEST STATISTIC
'

, ..
-

,

,

.;
. . .

. 1

.

v

t
*

.

.

.

MAKE DECISION flt.ILE

.
'.4.' ..,.

% '

,

*

1.

.

*

a

r

.

4

*°

,

r
4

e

,,
_

i
r ,

e
.

. .
.

.

.

,

5.

4..

CALCULATE TEST STATISTIC
.. ,-

.. .

A

,
1 r .

: .

.

. ,

v.

.

f'
-a

...

MAKE DECISION
...,.

.1-

. .
.

. .

.

. ...,

,

1

8 . tr .
,

1

st..

.

1

1.

4

Th6s6ix stepsItikl be discussed in more detail within the above &eine-
rk: The examples for illustrition,and the practice examples wig be pre-

using this framdworkuin order to assist in learning and remembering
the 6 basic components of hypothesis testing.

F.

ti
re 1, Framework rule representation Withelaborated feedback ;_.

,

.
.1 et 4
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PRACTICE syr/_
T .

..:
; .

In the following,problems,.use the sixstep procedure discussed in this,
section to test the hypothesis for means of normally*listributed populaei,o'n0.4,-
when u; is not known:

..
.. , .: . " .CI ,.

I

.
.

1.. .,The following are measurements of Brix degrees on molasses: 82.0, 79:6;
78.4, 61.8, 82.2, 79:9, 83.2 7.9.9, 82.3, 84.1. In order .obe graded as high
'quality molasses, the Brix degrees must be equal to 80. At an 6 value of -

0.05, could the molasses from whi-ch the samplea were taken be gl'aded as high
" quality? For this datioi 81:34i s 0 1.8, ,and /10 10 3.16.

-.
14 %., . .

.. .. 4 -

2.
.

3. -

.. °
.._

I

I

I

..

1 V i.

1

.
. .

.

5 .

<.

1 f

I 4

6. .

. r 1

b ,
I,

410

a

4

1.

t

4

o

Figure 1. (Continued).
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Is

4" - r 2,
1%4 ..

4,

A

iva.4 Zo

.
4,4o

.r,4

, f l
. .4,

--s.:

.

C'4,

-44.4

:' ive, ' ..-..P s : -
.1.16}1.114U4). 0H ANIglitif-;=

.. ...ttev
.,

CH..41' 1114 '80 It; : pq 130.?.s-.-:.;
4 ...--4/.-... . s - .,,..,. .,. .

'CH
. t_

`-6 1.' ..

2. OOSE If.. et
Fi'l:.,c

....

-n
a *=.: 05

14-,

YE

-

Reakinber=that4 a statement of
equa:lity (either <,,s >, or. =3 wil l

ways appeal-- in the H. An =
tign in th Ho, always defines ak --ts
two-tailed test. The Ha is always
tire:c4lement-of the H.
'In Step 2, a is and n is

obtained -by. counting the number 'of
observations. .

In 'Step 3, po = 80 and n = 10 are
Substtp!ed into the test statistic

r

-1_
The V.

/6
(2:262) was obtained as

follow : note: t -stands for
the ,absolute, valti 'f t.

a. For a two-tailed 'test diiride-
, a by 2 (a/2 = .025)

df (degrees of freedom) =
n-1 = 9

c. Obtiint-value from'-table
using df = 9 ,and- a -= :025

ArOteeS to'.
;Tiactice Probleml

CHOOSE TEST STATISTiC

Xf gdt

k ot
4S/ .

* DkISION RULE .
, . 4 :" .:0.

4. ...

J.... k '1
*ta 'r

7... sc,.

424$.025
--

04.11ejection
Region.

. st
ftc!,

a/2=.025,

Reje,ttion
(11gt:21.434;

.40 7t:625.:z:262H t 65=2.262

CALCULATE TESISTATISTIC00
,f,f1

st

11 :34:80., 00
ea
= r AJj4.

. '.,;

. 6k MAKE DECISION . ,..
. ...,

,.
.

.

gfice t , f' .025' (-12.354 > 2. 26.2)
4

we rejdct the H . '4
. ..,

?,-4 0

.4

1. .11= .. Nemo mo.

Coaing.at the fonnula from Step 3,
we see that the values for x and
s are missing. -Using the values
given in the problem, (I= 81.34
And s = 1.8) we calculate the
t-valuet
LOoking at the diagram in Step 4,
we see_that since 2.354 >,2.262,
we are in therejection region of
thi right-hand tail.- We can con-
clude, therfore, that the molasses
cannot be .graded as high quality.

1

Figure 1. {Continued)

1$
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4

0,41: sr
.041, qi

A
41,

.st.
sixsix steps of this procedure nip. by remembered more easily if' h

are listed in a framework similar, to taye..oue below..

4.

' ,V1II IORERATES,AND A- , 4 -- -o ' a,si :
$e. ..

e
,

.

--
. .

9

2. CHOOSE n, a :

,

3. CHOOSE'TEST STATISTIC

.

.
. . %

.

..

.

4. MAKE DECISION RULE

.

. 4

.

,

z.-

,

. ... .

_
. -. .

,

fj

,

.

.

5. CALCULATE TEST STATISTIC ,
. -

4.
,.,

.

. . . .,
. -. .

.

I,

6. MAKE DECISION ,-, . 4
.

.s-- ,

, .

.

4.

, 1'

:: ..
.

These 'six steps will be dlicutibet.in more detail: within the above frame-

work, The exampreslor Illustratibm* and 'the, practice, examples will be -pre-
sented. Wane this framework in order to assist in learning and remembering
the 6 Stoic cbmpOnents

.

of ligpsthesia testing. ... 4
..,,

..4.. -;*4 -. .t:.4, .41:
.

..>.. , 1,, ... L , ....
N.. .. ... 3' ..

?,.:,, 'la '..
i.

.
.....

,Figure" 2., Framework ;u1e.xepresentition with correct answer feedback.
p_.

...
. I, t_ ,. ..i. 4 .4., .. .:.

i. <

' .... 20
.. ,. oe . I4. .. ,,, .. .. t,

%
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'4

PRACTICE \ .

'In the follOwiniproblems, use the 6-stip procedure discussed in this
.section to.testIthe hypotSesiefor_meapiof normally distributed populations
40ie4 vIc is. not known:

(R
The folldwing are measurements of Brix degrees on molasses: 42.0, 79.6,

.4,41,882.2, 79.9, 83.2, 79.1, 82.3, 84.1. In order to be graded as high
quality molgses,' the4rix degree must-be equal to 80. At' an a value of 0.05,
could the mo4a4ses from which the,samplis were taken be graded as.high quality?
For this data, x = 81.34,.s =, 1,8; and ilir= 3.16.

.

t
1.

.

_._

4

..

.
.

.

o

. '

.

.

,

.

..

.

,

.

.

.

t.4'.

i

.

.

,

r.

4.

.

1 5 .-

...

4

,.

..,.

...;

,.

.'

.

,

F

.

.

..

A

A

7,.

...

.
I
...,,

,

,

,.,

.,

.

..

..-

,...-.

4
;

.,.-.

,
,

.

5

I.

(.

f
0

s
1
-
....

..:

..

.

. -

5. .

. i .

A

i''4

,

e9

A
A

/ .S,

.

;

I,

O..
..

..-

. -

a ;
i' .

45 r

Y/tr
C

tI.

,-

.

.

0

it.
i.

*

- ,

J

.

4.

v1),

gigure 2. (Continued).
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'Answers to- Practice Problems

Leeson 2 Section 2
s);

0" - .. .,

-1. (1) II : n a 80 , ,- II Cp f 80
* 4-1,, .."7, -:a" .. . .

. (2) a a .05, iel?2/04::
,

.,

.

: (3) t a f.wo,:. ..,,
-

.:.,--
-(4) Rejectf.W.Lif 1 tirzi 2-.16,2; Otherwise ,accept Bo (note I t I stands for

_thelittstoiu:te_villue oft-)- 7. .

s'

(5) x .t.81.34 t 2.35.4.1

(6) Since 2.354, 2.262 reject 'Bo.

V

.14," '

:4
;

.

.
Po.

Figure 2. (Contintied).

.fir

-
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A.Test for One -Mean When ax
is. Not Known. A test of hypothesis for

..,
, .

w.one mean when a is not known is a stkotistical procedure used: to decide_whe-
.ther, or not the mean of a normally distributed population takes on the value
of u . This procedure differs'from-the one set forth in the. pievious, section
in de-tEgiThlislIe used and-in the decisron,rules employed. In this sectionicS
isused as an estimator of a . The 6 steps of thesirocedure are as follow.M.:.

_ . x :

I. Formulate Ho and H . The 3 possible hypotheses for the mean
of a normally djstriglited population' when dx is not.known are:

;DEFINITION
.

.. . .

.

a. H: u< lib vs, H : I, ? I, ,

b. H; : p. k p vs. Ha: 0 < pa ..

. i

c. Ho: I, = I, o vs. Ha': I, 0 I, o.

\ o o a o
_ .

2. Choose a sample size, n, and A value for a.

.

3. Let the test statistic be
.il - u of= - --:-. .- .,
slin 4

.

4. On the basis of the a value, choose the. ecision rule.occording,,
to the decision vale table, table 17.

5. Take the sample, and compute the test statistic.

. 6. Apply the decision" rule, and make the decision.
.

.

00

6

.

4,

_ 1;
o .-

..

1
Figure 3. Nonframework rule reuresentatiOn -with elaborated feedback.

.

'' -1,

0

.

NI,

e
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4

S

PRACTICE"

In the following problems, use the six-stepprocedure discussed in this
section ,to test the hypothesis fotmeans of normally distributed populatitIns
when ax is not known:

1. The following are measurements of Brix degrees on molasses: 82.0, 79:6,
78.4, 81.8, 82.2, 79.9, 83.2 79.9,, 82.3, 84.1. In order to be graded as high
quality molasses, theDriNdegrees must be equal to 80. At 41,Ae value of

0.05, could the molasses from which the samples were taken be graded as high
--quaaitr--Por-this-dacC-f w 81.34,-i-a-1:8, aia-46-;73,16.

4
1/4

(3)

14)

(5) .

4
(6)

'

1

.-/

Pigdre 3. (Continued).

4:4

l\

a

"
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:Answers 10
,,- . .

:, ' d P =-- -- ! .Practice Probledi
-- , 4 --.1 ..-

.. .
- . -- -: ,,

'i '-,
% $' .4

fie that .
.:' ,' p 0 80 Rome* r t t a state of equality .,

i

q '
jetthetrq_> .or, =):1011 always appear
'in,ihe' Ho. in = sUn in the, lin always

:diOnes atwo-tailed -test. The Reis . --,

trays the complement of theHd.
.

.,
u
i. .

is given and n is, obtained by counting
. Ahe number of observation-S.' -',

it' (2.262) was 91,:c. 'ned. as follows:

a. For .a two-tailed test divide
a by 2 (a/2 = .025)

b: df (degreesof freedom) = n-1 = 9

c. Obtain t-value from table using
df = 9 and It = 025

Rejecti6n Acceptance Refection
Regi6n _Region, Region

(t<-2<262) (t >2.262)
-t =-2.262 t =2 2-62

.025 -025
To obtain the cola Teed t-value, it Is
necessary to, look at the formula front
Step 3 (.-=

Thing the values of-WOW'
7.and s that were given in the problem, ,

we substitute and compute as followsf , .

t
81:34 -
.1.8 / CDT

-It '1.34 <-t=

.40=-2.354

Lookiri.at the diagrqminStop 4,
we see that since 2.354 > 2.262, we are

..in the rejection region of .the 'right hand
tail. We can conclude, there Core; that-the
molasses cannot be traded as hi h' ualit .
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. ,DEFINITION a
.

A Test for One 'a . is Not Ezioiat A ttstof hypothesis for' ' .

,- . X .
.-.

one 'mean when .o- is not ItiVoWn is a statistical procedure Used to deci4e whe-
X

'lifer. Cr not thlsan ol'a normally distributed Ovulation takes on the value
l .

.

of
.

1104 This proCedurci'differs*from
. .
the one set forth in the previous sectioi

. . 9 . .
n-..

in the tedt:stailatic used and.in the decision rules employed. -In this section
4 . - . r

s is used as aiestimator og :'tie six' step's of the procedure are as follows:
?ft:4 ... 4

1. Formulate U and k The three possible h theses for the mean

.of a normally distFibut.ed population not known are:-

5, 19,

, 4

A. Bo: < uo vs. -Ha: u > yo.

> gio VS . lia .

C nor v vo vs Ha: v 1' %..

2. Choose .a sample size, n, 'and a value for a.

3. Let the test statistic be

t
'wee/

i

_

On,the basIs of theca value, choose the decisioh rule according
' 'to the decision ruIW table, table 17

5. Take the simple, and compdte tine test statistic,

.
6. Apply the decision rule, arid make the decision.

- . ....f. -7. .
y--- -. .

Figure 4. tionframmokk-rule representationyith correct answer feedback. , ,
..

. a

,l

4 I. ,

^
o .

. .. . laO
r).-

V

17a
41 .

90

;
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, In the followitig problems; use the 6-step procedure discussed in this'
,

19Ction to test -the hypothesis for means of hornalViiistributed populations
'Wien ci is not knowin:-.,..

4, ...X . .
, .

.

1. The following are measurements of Bri.x4degroes on molasses: 82.0, 79.6,
.78,4, 81.8; 82.2, 79:9, 83.2, 74.9, 82.3, '84.1. In order to be graded as high
quality-Mblasses, die Brix degrees must beequal,,to 80. At an ii value of 0.03,4
could the molasiei from which thp samnles were taken be grader as high quality'?
For this, data, 1 z 81 . 34, s = 1.8, and. Tio = 3. 16.

4 .

1.

4

4.

(2)

a

0 4

,$

I 00

"ft

,
a"

4.

s.

-

teh

'es

I

4

4.

a,

I o
4.

Figure 4. (Continued)?

18

f

. .

2't

.
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(2)) '.05, n, 10

(3y t - 18%

I t o ; 1 act 1 1 if I t I > 2.262, otherwise 'adcapt
the absolute value- of t).

:.81.34 t 2.354
. .

(6) '44.nci 2.354 > 2.262 reject ii0.

.01 4
;(54:-,ais

%

Figure 4. :(Continued).
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The effect of workers using new tools 'on the number of circuit

boards afsembled5.in anelectionics plant is being tested. A .

.
xandon.samplevof i

I, 3, 4, 6, 5;5, p7

ndividual=workers' production totals is taken:

, 8, 2, 2, 4,.5, 7,t3, 6, 4. The average

' *

nuieber-C4 circutt_boards for this sample is 4.5 with a standard , .

deviationPof 2. The plant manager wants to know if the sample

average of 4%5 Is statistically different from- the-previousaverage
. e

of 5.5. ,Let -a = .05
0

o(Use this 'area for . . (Mark an X in the box that corresponds
wdrk space.) to the-best' answer for,each test item

. below.}
10.

7. The apprepiiate formulation of
11.--and.li

a
for thet-abave problem is

t

.°w'

a. Ho" 11' < 5.5 VS . p 5.5

b. Ho' ` p 7 5.5 Vs, 14a: ji ¢ 5.5

C. 11 p < 4.5 vs. Ho: p i(4:5

d. Ho: p .5 vs. p < 4.5

6. No: p ? 4.5 VS. H p ya'
f. Ho:' 5:5Vs. Ha' p < 5.5

.
* .

Row confident are you in' your answer to the-above.question?
I' -

..
.

very, . * . Not at all
. confident . . 1........ confident

,
.

.,
, .

...-

. ;,. .; '''. r , . . .

Figure 5. Dependent va4iable measures including an example of a

. rule-using tfist.itemi-e,confidence scale, a semantic .

t differential affect scale, and a time record space.
..,

It

20

41

1.

43

p.

4
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4

4

t

interesting' . : : :" : boring

worthless

coppletet :

detestable

.rellvant

'1,: beneficial

.

. incomRlete

: . enjoyable

: : : confusing
. .

. : . : 'irrelevant

redundant
do

. .

Please record the time on the clock:

,:. conciser
.

oe

I'

.

.

4

fo

Figure 5. (Continued).
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Maagu of the amount of ttme spent by individual students on
sections of the reatmeni materials were taken at the same five points
as the.offeet me sures. Each student.wr4rd6ws-te time 'from the wall
clock in the space piovided (see figure 5). The totaDelapsed time taken
&ming the Ersatment.pqriod by each student was used as.the dependent
variahle.Eime.

at.

.

Design

A 2 x 2 factorial design with'a multivariate analysisof variance
(ANOVA) was used to assess the effects of treatments across all four
dependent variables." A generalized ANOVA program whiCh adjusted for unequal
cell sizes (Bryce.& Carter, 1974) was used to analyze the data:

Results

The following OW= hypotheses were tested:
4

1. HYt,opher;is 1 -

. .

.
.

'I
Performance scorerewill.belhtgher -for the framewdsk rule/elaborated

feedback treatment group than for the nonframework/corrett answer treatment
group. I

. ,--- . .

2. Hypopesis 2 -:
... .

.

Confidence scores will be higher for thi framework ruleielaborated ,o

. .

feedVAcktreatment group than for the nenfeedback/correct answer treatment
group;..

3. hypothesis 3

Affect scores will be h34her for the_fraMework ruin /elaborated
feedback treatment group than fof the nonframework/correct answer treatment

igroup.

4. Hypothesis 4
;*

Total elapsed time will be lass for the framework rultjalaborated
fliedback treatment group than for the nonframework/correct"answerIeedback
_treatment group. .

-

A mul4variate Analysis of variance (MANOVA) was performed sileltaneously
On all our dependent Variables (performance,confidence,:_affect, time) as.-e

control lOrtan increase in Type I error through repeated univariate tests.
ThdMANOVA F --test forthe full 2 x 2 factorial,model-Was not significant:
P (4036)'0, 0.697, 2 > .05. iThe means and standard deviations are r4okted in

...fable 1, and thelespectivey ratios, on Table 2.

0
22

le
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4

4

Table 1
4 k

Meana-and Standard Deviations of Dependent Vailabies for Four Treatment Groups

's Elaborated Feedback

Correct Answer Feedback

° Dependent Variable
Treatmeit Group Performan4 Affect ConfiStnce ., Time

limp Std. Dev. Mean Std. De/. Mean .Std. Dem.: Mean Std. Dev.

. :

Framework Rule 'Representation:. 4

-4 ,4

%
.

4 Elaborated Feedback 7.25 .47 5.26 .18. '4.95' : .16, 71.21 2.89 .

.. .

Correct Answer Feedback. 2 .48 -5.21 .19 5.05 .16 72iO4' ,2.95'Y

'..)

Noiframework Refireaentipion:

7.39" .48 4.88 .19 ' 4.81'

7.57 .48 5.41 f.,.19 4.86 .

..

16.09 2.95

.16 . 74.87 2.95

;

4

.4

%t
4

c

1.

AC

32
4.

.
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go.

I

2Table
,

, /
Summaty of Univaz1kte-P-Ratios on.Eour

Dependent Variables'

. ;

Source of.
"-Variation ;!

. Devendent'Variable

ierformace Confidence - Affect 'Time

Rule Representation .26 1.06

Feedback
.

1.44 .23

A
R x F' .69 03

.5

1.64.

2.34

'1.73

:003

:122

Note. All F-ratios were based omdf .2 1,89 and a .65.'
,

Discussion

The mean scores on performance, confidence, and affect, as well as the
total elapsed time forreatment, were chosen as the level of measurement,

,since more 'precise analysis (breaking each variable out int2, smaller cate-
gories) yielded no additional information.

. The consistent lack-of significant differences across the design in the
study may be due to one or more of the following reasons:,

T. Theoriginal versiolio4,the inetruction (Figure 4) was considered,
by means of an ISDP analysis, to,be sukeridr to any other available ;milked,
format material 'on the subject. It is assumed that a less'effecSive treat-
ment -(e.g., embedded rulesin text,partial.* no procedurit helps for using
the rule) would have assisted in creating differences between groupsj,in
ot'ber words, by definition, the irektmints were krery similar.

iG

The 2'honrs allowed to tbe expeiimenters for the treatment period
was judged ,to be insufficient foOle-compiexiey of the subject matter involved.
The amount of information to be processed was probably to Much coriftudents,
regardless of the treatment. condition. It is assumed that ehi net effect of--7--
this Me constraint drastically reduced the between-grOup variance that other -
wisewise might have existed. 1

Additional research efforts might (1) create 104ater differences in treat,.
meats by embedding (or making less mIthemagenic) critical attributes, and (2)
saidir for more time on task to determine if betweengroup'variance can be
increased.

It complex can be represented to.tbe learner.in ways that will
develop skills Of competent recall and uses(application) in realistic test
situations, a valuable tool forthe_instructional developer to increase
the. effedtVeness and reduce the cost of instruction could be made available. _

24 .

33.,
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' STUVr.,2%-iig,AND GENERALJTY CONSISTENCY IN A , . .

''. , STATSTICS clAsimtimpri TAW/ . .,

...,
. ,

- 'Problem ..
..r ,. ,.

vc

_ . . ,y
.. -Analyses, of teeth often indicate stiequitd,test-performance that is

..not entirely consistent with the associated instruction. 'The assumption'
,- . of this study, is,that-instruction,sfiouid piesent the student with both-the

content of and.the behavior required for performance On a sdbsequent test.

One of the tomponentsOf test - instruction consistency is a congruence
betkeefiXfie.test and the generality '(`statement Al rule, definition, or pro-
pOsition%upon-whichftheitnstedction-is centered). Though some evidence
exists to-indicate that a generality imPacts positively upon performance
,04erri4, Olsen,'& Coldeway, 1976),Athe effect of testzgeneislity,isomoihism
has appsrent15? not ,bees specifically tented.

long 'time ago, Yum 01931) found that a slight change in stimulus
properties from instruction to test resulted in a significant decremenpOT
successful responses on test performaice. Researchers have been slow
extending thii sort of tightly controlled paired- associate study-into ttie
mofe complexlevels of instructional application Maser & Resnick, 1972).
At least part of the reason for this slow pace was summarised by Saki X1973),
who stated &it neither scales nor grouids have been developed for describing
test and instruction similarity, though he:cites some progrestbeing made
(e.g., Anderson, Coldburg, & Hidde, 1971). Anderson (1972) recognizes the
prOblem in a djfferent way when`he suggests that schiAvement tests are based
on "things" not clearly and consistently defined. Cropper (1970),has made
some inroads, indicating an influence of spatial organizAtiondf materials
upon student response. Mayer (1975b) his noted a forward processing effect
that 'shows a relationship between the kind of stimulus materials used'in
instruction and the test response.

Scandura's use of the algorithm and higher- and lower_ order rules in
instruction ((hrenpfeis &,Scandurs, 1974; Sdandura 1970, 1973, 1974) stresses
the importance of specifying the precise behaviors requested of the learner. '-

Shoemaker (1975) echoes this when he speaks for having identical elements in
both instruction and test items. Cropper (1976) takes the position that task
and content post instructional test analysis Should include the same taxonomic
categories as the."front-end" instruction to effectively diagnose'learnidg
failures,

. .

.

Lands (1974) concludes thatApddents have difficulties in' solving linen-
countered examples because the geheral rules necessary for identifying specific
solution rules are unidentified aid not taught,. When _this inconsistency is
resolved, the integration of separate rules is facilitated, and errors decrease
rapidly over a relatively short period of spbseqdent instruction.

4

'`
,

3Study conducted' by R. -V. Schmidt, N. D. Wood, and 114 A. Aerrili.

I
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All the forementiond& studies point to.i felt need7-and some evidenCe--
that wHat is tested should have been presented previOusly;to the student
(though thd specific. instances should differ). Just how diose this match

, Should beis.npen-tequestion. A study by -Scandura and, Du in (1968),
indicates that a minor 'shift away from' teat-generality ism rphiamiCis per

desirabl,e.

pe 4

Merrill'anOoodtS1974;,19752, in their Instructional Strategy Di nostic
Profile-(ISDP>, have 'taken up Stake's challenge. They have provided s les
and are'conxinuing to'establish gpunds for" describing and evaluating concept-
level instructional thaterials.,,W04, Richards, ,arid Merrill (1976) haVe
developed and validated a measure of test-instruction similarity with selected
constructs from the ISDP.

,

This study deafispecificaliimith an'assumOtion made in the ISDP that
the 'test and generality should be ce:nsistent._ It colhpares performance-of
students given generalities that 'differ in three waysn the degree.to which
they are consistent *1th the content'and behaviors requeited by the test ,

itemsr-;First, a generality can present'the student with content without,
presenting the precise task behavioti-he will be asked to perform. (This

r does not mean that no required behavior is taught or implied, but that the.
specific behavior required is not taught.) This is a low level of consistency..
Sencind, a generality can present the task conditions under which the student
will be asked to perforth, introducing separate generalities for each task
making up a larger task. We call this "discrete rule" consistency, which
requires that the mode of behavior be constent (recall tested with recall,
rute-using tested with rule- usingtasks). Thus, a student is WorkingVith-
consistent discrete rules when an itel of infOrmition he .is asked to learn is
taught and tested in reCall.uode or when a concept he is asked to learn is
taught and tested with rule - using` behaviors. If the items taught with a.
rule-using behavior and tested in a recall mode, the test and instruction are
tnconsistent.'The third way in which we looked at generality-test consistency
involves task sequencing. This is "connected generality" consistency. Gagna
(1970) andjlechner(1967) discuss this level when they describe "behavior
chains." ktest that asks the student to perform sequential-discrete tasks
in a way which is-not presented in rule.or practice form Iscks- what may, be
an important consistency characteristic.

.

Hypothesis

Under the assumptioi that a generality is best that is.consistent with
the required terminal performance* we proposed the following hypothesis:

Performahce on test items, afflact toward instruction, cod=
fidence in test item...answers, -and total elapsed time will be
higher Tot students experiencing connnected generality consistency -
treatment than for students experiencing discrete rule consitency;.

t. and these measures_for both the connected and discrete rule con -
sistency treatments will be higher Mnt for.the content -only con-.

sistency group.

Four separate hypotheses corresponding tojour dependent variables result
fromiale above general statement. Each will be treated separately in the
reportinf of results.

I , 26
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Method

Subject.lietter.Couent.

e

; .

An introductory ftatistics cburss'at Brigham Toting University (BYU)
was'pelebted,as the experimental: ituation for this study! The specific
letter of,hypothesis testing was choen because generally low scores from
pait earievement,tests indicatertzwhigh level of difficulty with the topic.
The adfijict mattermet the experimental specifications of laving mulgple
rulle that coutd be teUghtiS seperit4c,diserete rules-or_as connected
roles. The following hypothesis tepts were-eovered in the selected unit of
Ostrticeion Ithristinsen, 1974):

1. Test for one mean when o is known.

4 A 4

2. ,Test for one mean when o it not known. s

,3. Tess for two means when the samples are independerit.

4. Test for twoomeans when pbservations are paired.
.

54 .Test ior one proportion.
-t-i-

._

two( 6. Test for two proportions.
1-

ow-

7."- Chisquare test.,

S. :Multinomial test of hypothesis.
C

SubJegts

s'

The subjects were 95 regular enrollees in a college siatistici,
undergraduate course. The course serves as one of the choices for-fulfilling
a general education requirement at BTU. Students received credit in the form
of additional, points toward the `final course, grade for participating in.. the
1Arour'session-and were informed that failureto participate would,.ii effect,
penalize them, although the additional points were not dependent upon their
performance. '-

Treatments

The study'Consisted_of,three treatments. Students in the first
treatment grourreceived a connected generality in the' fore of an algbrithm
which.presented both the content operation,and.the task necessary to take

..' student fromithe readinrof the verbally stated-problem --to the correct test
of hypothesis and test statistics (see Pigure,6). Subsequent prictice pro

, .., laded two examples of each type of hypothesis test and test statistic.
Correct answer feedback was provided on the reverse aide of the practice
pages. .(See-Figure."7 for a sample practice questionv)

k
A .

.

'

'\'

V
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13. A new social itudieeprogram Is supposed to produce signifkantly
better,results than a program it is to replice. Students in the
course are matched on the basis of sex, nol and G.P.A. and then the
pairs are 'divided into "new method" and "old method" grbups. Their
scores on a final achievement teat are taken asfevidence of,
performance.

r

OS. Select the umber for the appropriate test type from list A.;

Ob. 4Select the er for the correct test statistic from list B,

A.-Type of Teat
I

1. test for oniean,
t distribution

. teat for two means,
dependent

v.

B --Teat Statistic

x uo

s-
'4 I x

1.

1.

. test far one propor

d - D , a -
'test (leo proportions . .4. .

s- s /440
' d d 4 J

: !t : ;
T ,

5. none of the above 5, none of the abobe
, eC

0,0

C

Figure 7. A sample practice question..

I

cc

4

11 11
11.
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Students in the second treatment condition were presented thedis-
crete (unconnected) multiple generalities used in determinirig the correct
test of hypothesis and test statistic. These consisted of awalk-through
of separate, very simple algorithms which took the student to the progriappropriateate
test after the student's initial decision as -tea the specific tylie-a-dits he
was.workins.with Xsee Figure 8). Students in this group were not given any
directed strategy for connecting these behaviors or for using theta as par...,
of`an oVerall process to help them make their initial decisions as to the
nature of the statistical problem. Subsequent practice provided the studqnt

. with two samples ofAsch type ordecision. Correct answer feedback was
provided on the reverse side of the practicepages.

.

The instructional materials for the, third treatRent condition con-
sisted of the regular text used in the course apd directions for. providing
apptopriata practice. The piactice directions consisted bf &sample item-of

1 the type used in the posttest with instructibus ip. practice the selected
iteR found at the. end of textbook secttionsa, No generality was provided for
nariz g the type of test that a verbal,-practice item 'may pose. The text . '

lso
d d not -help here, for each test of .hypothesis was .presented ib a .

to lesson, ,,gave practice only gin a stated kind of hypothesis, and did
. not request stUdepts.to differentiate on the basis Of kinds bf test. As all

students had'previously been exposed to this material, this group became
essentially a control grou.

e9

In .the previdhs 4tudy.(Studt 1 of
.that time would decrease as a- result: Of o
although it is desirable to reduce the

jactruction, it is expected that time wit

this report), it was hypothesized
treatments. In this situation,

ount-of time students takixatIa-
increase, based on Bloom's. (1974)

observation that quality instruction initially takes longer, especially-if
the effect toward the instructionhis ona student and confidence in mastery
of the subject matter increases.4

a

,,Instrumentation
. . . .

A brief three-question pretest wis administered to get some measure
of student entry behavior.. The pretest was identical in form to the question
used in practice (1whereSiVeri).,-and to the posttest. Students were also ask*
to indicate lectutes attended, materials read, anlappook practice completed
in regaktO the unit of hypothesis testing.

.

Measurei for the fourdependent variables of.interest in the study were
provided for in the treatment materials and po tthst-and.art"discAssed below.

Perfaiftance. The basic perfolipSince-rA required the student to
, ,

seltct (1) the-Appropriate hypgthesis teat-fat s problem .statpmene;--And (2).
the appropriate statistical test associated wt the hYpotheds test (see
'Figure 90). 4The 22 multiple;choice.-questions p vided for 44. resp9nses. How-
ever, only,the hypothesis test responses were u ed in the data analysis.

Sr .r-N-
. , r

413100M doei not4t. tearly %define quality instruction except loicharacterizing
it as mastery learnin."

30
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i
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FIND THE DECISION ,

TO OE MADE AND THE
MEASURE TAKEN .

,

. .
a

.A

a.
*-a

CHART D

4 TEST FOR will MEANS
PAIRECd

1
-

.I.D . dD
sd

.

'ft

41

b

.

*a

l *t ,*'
4

FIGURE 8.
'

An Example of a dliiirets rule algorithm fir -ideation of
hypothesis test

..,
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an,

-

k

.r 3. Senkt-or Inc_ong feels that Ihe-bi-ils introduced by Ambers of his party
ii Congress will be"given a positive or negativelVrrpn the basis of party'.'iaftiliation". To test this he assetscsthe bills over month's time, keep-
ing track pftthe party affiliationof those who took part in the voting
(Democratic' or Republican) and what the vIlte was ("For" or "Against" or'
"Abstain"). .

.1. s.

1111111P:
.

,---
.

a. Select. the number for, the appropriate tes,t type fiom list A.
-

.

b.: Select the number for the correct test statistic from list B.

0

Now confident are you in your answers tbthe abOve queitiron?

Vary Not at '
Confidant : Confident-

.

, A.TYpe of Test.

- 1,. test for .homogeneity
2. test for two means, dependent

3. test-for two means, independent

4. test for tvo proportions
6. none of the above

$

Do -not return' to this

- #igu.re, sample'
tasleand to

I /

'- 32

":

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

page once
,

the bas

$

B, -Test 91atistie . -

(a -
1.1

E

X - x
) 2

'tr.!) b
sd $ virdi

(pi ' to
s

none of .the Ave

you have completed your answers.-

1,

is -,performance
rating. 0
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. The test was designed to have more items than most students could
complete fin the allotted time BO that differences in time and number of. ,-
item.completed for the separate treatment groups could be ascertaine4e

ffect. _Questions at the end -of the treatment materials and'at
the end of the posttest allowed student's to respond to a five-category
continuum of general affect in terms of how well the Anstructiotproldded
preperationlfor performance on a.tesi.%

Confidence. A seven-point, semaptic differential scale was included
after each of 'the 2Vtest items in order to assess the amountl'of self-per-

` ceived confidence atUdents had in their answers toPthe multiple- choice
questions (see Figure 9).

. . W.
A

Time. All students were to'mark the time from the wall' clock in a
space provided at (I) the point where they finished the first 11 items on
the posttest and-(2) attbe end of the posttest-session.-

P5ocedure.
s

. Students were randomly as signed4to one of the three treatment
conditions. After the pretest, students were told there would bePhree
timed sessions, and they were requested not to begin any one op-them until
asked to do so. They were also informed-that the materials iliovided would
be collected before the test. ,Finally, they were informed that they would
be provided with more items in each section than they would most likely have
time to finishend thattheY should work steadily but carefully.

The students were given 1/2'hour for the study session. They were
then requested, to move on to pi practice but were allowed to return to the
study materials irthey wishe The pradtice session lasted 40 minutes, after
which the students recorded their sense-of preparedness and attitude toward
the materials used. Air materials were collected. The tests were thelpassed
out, and the'students were given 30 minutes to work the 22 problems. Time was
recorded on each test after the eleventh question And again at the end' of the
test. Students respond to a second affective measure, and the materials
'were collected.; A

mr

Design .
.

The three treatmen t groups provided three levels of the main ef fect,
level of generality consistency. A cne-way analysis of variance design pro-
vided the statistical model forboth'a univariate (ANOVA) and a aultivariati.
(MANOVA) analysis of variance with two orthogonal contrasts for comparing means

.'(control-vs..the other two groups for d4 and connected rule vs. discrete
rule group for l'df), Each of _the fiveAdependent variables was considered ,
simultaneously in 'a MANOVA to correct for TYpi I error. ANOVA igiults
on single dependent variables were thee interprited if the exact F-ratios

. from the'NANOVA contrasts warraftted futther considiration. A generalized -
analysis of variance computer program which adjusted for an unbalanped design
was used (Bryce & Carter, 1974).' .

4
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:,Hypothesis
, $ .

,Pegformance on tes<items for. the connected rule consistency ,.
: group'wili belligher than.thit for therdiscrete rule .consistency

gtOup, and performance for both groups will lie higher than the
"c6ntent _only (Pow consistency) group.."

: Wftr O' 0 , 0
Means and standard deviations on performance. scores for the three treat-

ment groups'are found in Table 3. A univariate:analysis of 'variance and an
orthogonal coMpatlion of means (Control vs. Connectad and Discrete, 1 df;
COnnected:vs,. Discxetegritn; 1 df) indicated a significant difference
betRien both hhe connect toe and discrete.rule consistency groups as
compared ,to,the control g4iiip P (2,92) 4.21, z < .05. There was no
signifidadt.diffeience between the connected rule and discrete xule-con-
sistency groups:... ' : .

.
. . .4. :.. -. . . . .:- . .. . , .:

,.. t ' : Table 3,

%.4..4 1.., Mans and Standard Deviations for,1.ibles by TreitmentGroup.t S . Dependep Variables
...

4
,

-
e

.
. 4'

14

a,

Depentreet

s

Treatment Group
.

C'onhe4ed Discrete
.Rule (N93) Rule (N=32) Control (N=30)
Mean',. S.D. . -Mean S.D. Mean' S.D.'

Performanc '104.4. .54 10.54 .54 9.14 .56

Affect
instruction- 3%06 .06 3.38 .07 92 .07

Cohfidence
Azisweys' to : 1

Test /team 4'. : .

ib".. 4

" Time 'On.
Pdettest ,

, .

-1. 3.79

24.38

.23 4.19 .23 3.60 .24

.31 23.84 .32 23.9 .33

t.

4

A
. v

Stpothesis ., ; .
.

Affect toward insCruCtloni will be higher for the connected
e consistency group thlIn for the discrete rule consistency

`group,..iind'affect for- botiLgroups will be higher ,than for the
'''content.onry (low, consistency) group. ....

' I

6
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'Means and standard deviations on affect toward instruction after-the
treatment condition are fopnd in Table 3. A univariate analysis of
variance and an orthOgobal comparison of means indicatea:that all three
groups were significantly different from each other with the discrete rule
consixtepcy group highest, the_connected rule consistency group neit highest,
and content only group lowest in affect:, P (2,92) = 11.21, <

Hypothesis 3

Confidence in answers to test items will be higher for the
- connected rule consistency group than for the discrete rule
consistency group, and both groups will be higher 'in confidence
thad the content only (low'Consistency) group.

Meanm:d stand;rd deviations for confidence in answer's to test items
are faun Table 3. A uniftriate analysis.of variance and an orthogonal
comparison of means indicated,nqnignificant difference between any of the
three trlAtment groups: F (2,92) = 1.60, p > .05.

Hypothesis 4

0 ,
Time to complete rule using posttest items will be longer, '

for the connected rule consistency group than for the discrete
rule consistency group, and both groups will take longer than
the content,only group.

Means and standard deviationiAfor time to complete the posttest,are found
in Table 3. A univariate analysis of variance and an orthogonal comparison
of means indicated no significant difference-between any of the three treat-
ment groups; F (2,92):= .91, 2> .05.

DiscussiOn--

!.t
The study 'investigated the extent of the heed for test itemeto becon-

sistent with their generalities in content representation and in'task behaviors
on both a discrete and connected rule level. The results indicated that
students who learned from materials that were consistent only on the content
representation level had significantly. lower scores and affect than did students
whose instruction also was consistent with the test.item on the task behavior
level. Mather confidence nor time was significantly diffeeent across treat-
ments.

The specific constraints of taPstudy may have obscured greater differences,
especially the hypothesized differences-between the discrete rude and connected
qrrule consistency groups. The time we could arrange demanded that we run the

ent re-study (from introduction to instruction topractice to test) in one
2 ur sitting. Thus, the students in the connectedrule'consistency'group,
w o had the most new materials to learn, hadyery littlet.tine to encode them
rather lengthy algorithm. 0 Given more timeiwe could have explicitly taughtql
them the three or four major steps involved in 'the algorithm before presenting
this with all the detail and, thus, allow for easier chunking (Miller, 1956) of

this materials. As it was, the discrete and connected rule consistency groups
2.asz_havit responded more in a forward processing manner (Mayer, 1975b) in which

.01
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I

they did.as well as they did based upon the expectationsaroused, not only
by the initial statement Of the terminal behavior but also b' the ongoing
praotice. -Familiarity also posiibly impacted upon thresulte. The students
had worked with materials similar to that provided to the discrete rule con-
sIstency group, while the algdrithmic approach was not a"tool familiar to
the course. A study that allows.adequate time for encoding of the materials,
preferably run with several meetings of the groups, should be made..

Despite the constraints of the study, the presvce of test-generality
consistency beyond a simple contentjonly level clearrly resulted in better
test performance and. affect. Teachers and developers would do well to give

-practice in the specific behaviors reqUired by a terminal task.

xi

o'

O

1
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STUDY 3: VAODATION,OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY
'DIAGNOSTIC PROFILE IN PHYSICS 1005

'Overview and Hypotheses

.

The prelint study assumed that already designed and individuklized
materials on concept level tasks could he further upgraded by an example -
practice- feedback sequence fbr each generality, in accordance with the
hypotheses-stated in Merrill and Wood (1975). 'fine-ISDP also supports the
generality accepted prinCiple that test items for,classifidation or rule -
using tasks should consist of unencountered instances. Much instruction
ignores this dictud. Thus, this study analyzed the test question type for -

the material; used in order to cbmpare student- performance pnihoth encountered
and unencountered instance items and ascertain' differences student per-
formance'when the study materials are upgraded.

)114hyp_otheses were based on the assumption that an increase in the degree
to which-tests and- instruction follows the principles prescribed in the ISDP
results in higher scores on tests with unencountered instance items and coat- .

parable scores.on tests pith previouily encountered instance items.

Methods

Subject Matter Content

The subject mat consisted of six units (comprising the second.
quarter of the course) for an introductory physics course at Brighak Young
University. There were several reasons for selecting this subject matter:

1. The-course met the criteria that it be condeptually based, a
quality-the designers and instructors of the,course4dedired.

2. The course, and especially the student study guide, was already
carefully designed and yet showed deficiency-in one or more of the areas
mensured by the ISDP. Too often researchers and theoreticians have been
accused of shooting davii straw men as they compare materials they had developed

?
in an hypothesized better way against haphazardly presented "undesigned" lessons.

,

3. The materials covered a fairly broad rangi of topics. It is often
signer to create differences. in a-brief one-shot segment of material. Under
such a"condition, the novelty of the apppoadhand its hreVity-7go hand-in-hand '

to generate unusually strong attention to the task. -TO get'at real differences,
it seems mecessary to have materials used over time.

4. There is a real and substantial challenge to show differences in-
the less-neat and varied would of the on-going class rather than in the isolated
laboratory setting (Glaser & Resnick, 1972). Odjoh ii to show that the
efforts mhich 'go into materials designed apailding to stated hypotheses result
in real-life, differences.

-

'Study conducted by M. D, Merrill R. V. Schmidt, and B. F. Norton.
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5.. The course was. an introductory course that serves asJone of
several options tOulfill.a general education requirement. Thus, the
students represented.a broad spectrum of college undergraMiates with a,
diversity of interests and skilli.

6. Data on students enrolled in die course indickte that,- duilng
Fall Semester of 1975, two-thirds of the students either withdrew.

unofficially from the course or received a grade of incomplete. Student -
paci problems obviously contributed'to,these results, but problems no doubt
existed with the tests and instruction as well.

. The material selected covered the following topics:

1. Motion and Forces.

2. Forces in Fluids at Rest.

3. Pressure in Moving Fluids.

4. Conservation.of Energy: 14; 1
1

5. Kinetic Theory of Matter.

6. Law of Increasing Entropy.

Subjects '

The subjects were 43 students from two sections of a summer session
of the above-mentioned course, which fulfilled part of the general education
requirement in the physical sciences at the university. Other subjects,

.4.,

representing'repeiting students and students who were not present during the
initial phase of the study, were too few in number within their froups to

), analyze meaningfully.

Treatments

The two treatments were: (11 the regularly constituteclass study
guide and (2) a Wady guide whose generalities were reinforced with example-
practice-feedback segments according to ISDP principles. 'Moreover, eight

-unencountere84Onstance item questions were added to the regular seven-item '
ie- test, whichApsisted entirely of encountered instance or generality items.

Each questi6eXed several parts to it, and there were four versioqs of the
test.

Procedure

A preliminary study of the nature of the test queition and the cor-
responding student performance (see the appendix) was run in.prderto ascertain
which-tests could be upgraded thxortgn eliminating previously encountered in-
stance items and adding unencountered instance items.6 This'evaluation also
allowed selection of a unit on which students showed probleis in test,per-
foraance. Following this, both die.0/tests And material were upgraded according
to the principles of the IMP.

6A description,of this study, which was conducted by M..D. Merrill')
Norxon,.and R. V. 'Schmidt, is provided in the appendix.

38
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Students attending class the first week were randomly assigned to
the treatments. They were requested not tO_atudy.with or share their
materials with anyone whose materials did notmatch theirs. The visual
difference in materials was immediately apparent. In this on-going situa-
tion, studying together hid to be allowed. The randomization should have
taken-care of any students who might have collaborated using different
materials. This was checked later through a questionnaire: two students'
indicated that they had looked briefly at or studied with t

i

the treatmen
materials they were not assigned.

Students.could take the 15-item short answer essay test at a testing
center at their own convenience. The experimenters picked up the test from
the regular graders on a daily basis, regarded theta blindly, and returnel
them, the next day to the testing center for distribution, keeping copies of
each exam for further reference.

Students not in attendance the first week (N =g 6) and students retaking
the course (N mg 7) also took the test, but their numbers were insufficient to
allow an analysis of their performances.

The amount of time required for taking the test was also recorded, and
an affective questionnaire was administered after the completion of this phase
of the course to see if there were any general differences between the two
groups.

Design

The design was a post-test-only design with subjects nested in materials
but crossed with item type. Two levels of the main effect ("regular" and
"upgraded" materials) and four dependent variables (scores on encountered
instance items, scores on unencotntered instance items, time on test, and
affect) were considered. A two-way analysis'of variance deCign provided the
statistical model for a univariable analysis of variance to test subject per-
formance. Rummage, a generalized analytis of variance computer program to
handle an unbalanced design'and adjust for other effects was used in the
analysis. A t-test was used to analyze time data, as not all tests carried
this information.

Int

Results

Hypothesis i

.

Tests requiring classification or rule-using behaviors for
unencountered instance items result in lower scores than when
the items consist of previously encountered instances.

4

Means and standard deviations on performance scores for the two treatment
groups-are found in Table 4. A univariate analysis -of variance inditated a.
sigpifiehat diffe'renpe between previously encountered ifistsnce items and4
unencountered instance items' in the hypothesizia'direction: F (1,41) 40

p< .05. s.
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Table 4
0 .

Mean Percentage Correct and Standard
Deviations by Treatment Group

9

.Treatment'Group.-.

Upgraded Regular

Variable can S.D. Mean S.D.

Dependent (N.-23) (N = 20). 6

Performance onEncountered,,4
Instance Items

Performance on Oenpountered
Instance Items

7610., , 02.5 ' 74.5 02.9

'69.7 0;.5 -' .60:6 02.9

Hypothesis 2,
. 1 .;

Unencountered instance items requiring classification on
rule-uding behavior-result in higher scores when theidegree
to which the instruction f011ows ISDP principles is increased
..oyer instruction which does not generally follow ISDP principles.

,1

Means and standard deviations on performance scores for the two treat-
ment groups are found in Table '4. A univariate analysis of variance in
dicated no significant difference. between the two groups; P (1,41) = .29,

> .05.

- Hypothesis 3,

Time to complete a rule -using.or classification test is
griater when the degree to which instruction follows the IdbP.,
is increased over instruction which does not generally-follow

.
.. . ---ISDP principles: .

..

As the testing place and time was out of our bands, time data was made r.
.

available for only 17 of the subjects. -A,t-test run on the available data
(Mean of 87,'S.D. of'36.-6r the Upgraded group and Mean of 11,.S.D._of 24 .,
for the it gular group) indicated no significance: t(17) 1.116,E > .05.

: . AN

1 Li Discussion /
-_,

Tice Study attempted to:ascertain if one could improve
-

student performance
on a physici test'bi uPgradillg his syllabusmentioned earlier as the major
teaching device - -by adhering to;pDP principles. Because we intervened in an

' on -going class, this had to be-attempted without controls on the teacber'j
:splecture .-videotaped helps, or the text. Though the differences noted were

. 4.

40
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in the hypothesized direction (se4e1TaUle 5), they. ere not significant. The
Large standard deviations indicate. that We had not ptured a substantial
source of varisbility, probablydue to course materi = s and information
beyond the syllabus. Cobtrarx to indiCations on prey us course participa-
tion, gleaned from several former physics students and instructor of ,the

.

course, a survey_we ran indicated that all the students o answered the
questionnaire (N so 28) attended virtually 41 the class'l turea and used
the text for each unit of material.,

%)

14. Table .5

Mean Percentage of Items Answeted Correctly for
Students with Upgraded and Regular Materifilw

4

Upgraded Materials Regular Ma4ials
1st Try 2nd Try 1st Try 2nd Try

4

Encountered Items

Unencountered items

76 79 76

69 74 . 66 65 \

I 9

Moreover, the "regular" materials were; as mentioned, already rat r \
4

,

.

carefully developed. Although they did not support each stated generality
directly and consistently with examples and practice, both examples and
practice were svailible to the student who hunted for them. Thus, since we

\
only upgraded the generalities present in the origival syllabus (as a promise
not to change the course for one group of students), we probably were too k

optimistic in the results we thought it would create. That upgrading from
regular-class, "non-developed , materials does create highly significant dif- 't.

ferences has recently been demonstrated in a study comparing the results of
1

students taught by /SDP and "regular" methods in nutrition classes (Richards,
Richards, 6 Merrill, in press).

Our dependent.measure also had constraints placed, upon it which rendered .

i14.1eitEosensitive than it could be; The instructor felt that, to keep the
initial contract with his students, we had to keep the original seven questions

:On which the students would be graded. In order to obscure which questions
these were, we hid to write ours in the same essay format. Also, we were
allowed only to double the length.of the test,4 so we could not go beyond

additional items. This was Tot sufficient to test all generalities at
lesst twice, especially since we wire bound to the essay form. Since greatest
majority of student test items consisted'of encountered instance items, and
out questions consisted of unencountered instance items, this disfinction was
easy to 'break out.

Though time was not a significant effectliit would be, perhaps, given a
sampling of all the students.

r.,

r
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. _

-- The sample in the affedtive questionnairewas too small to use for
drawing ny valid cOnclusions; There was generally mixed response from
,both groups, with comments, when made, ihdicating some di?sitisfaction
with the length of,the.upgraded materials over what they were used to bur.-
a greater security in.the.subsequent test.answers and a desire to go to
the Wlabup.for answers tither than moving from the syllabus to the text

'as some previous students indicated they did.

This research helped establish several guidelines for further_inter-
vention studies of this type. First, thelexperimenters should, have control
over all the instruction, including lecture material4OrThet cannot assume
that general nonparticipation it lecturesiin the.past will be the'case in
tpe present. Secondly, the experimenters' must have full control of the test
and testing situation. This will allow a satisfactory and sensitive measure
of student performance on the generalities taught as well as make possible
complete data on time and affect. Following these guidelines, we can then
perhaps test the poWer of the ISDP against materials developed at a level ,

similar to that of the physics, materials and` to test..ISDP-developed'materials
'over time within the fraMework of an on-going class. The rationale for
selecting this type and amount of subject matter content, as discussed in
the Methods section,.is important cto consider in conducting sril ies.on the .

effect of instructional Materials on student performance.

411
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-- CONCLUSIONS

.

The research reviewed ihdidate that the propositions underlying the, ISDP
livfile,seem to be valid. While the data'reported in this document is some4
What inconclusive and not shfUcient to make bnqualifietstatementa it is,
neveftheless, lositive. When considered with other data on the ISDP (e.g., .

woo-, Richards, & 1.976),.it seems reasonable to assume that, when
the ISDP Profile is used as a guide to analyze and modify existing instruction,
the resulting performance of students is likelf, to be more effective. This .

is especially likely when the tests as well as the twain line instruction. can
be modified. It is less likely when only the student syllabus is modified.

ISDP (thee' seem to have, considerable potential as an instructional evalua
tiOn and dtvelopment tool.

.1

0

.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Th%ISDP,'as presented in the ISDP training manual, is recommended
fosusely.Havy'ifistructionililevelopera and evaluators. However,. it should
'be-Considered:an experimental-tool, and should be .used only by experienced
idstrWeignal technologists who' can appropriately adapt its use rcOrarious

-settidgS.sia'circomstanceS. .4.-

2. The present effort has increased dur understanding. of the. ISDP and
his considerably increased oui'abiliilkio diagnose and prescribe modifica-
tions in existing Anstructional mateffila which result, in imptoved student
performance. However, our understanding of the instructional diagdosis and
preacription'process has merely scratched the surface. Because of its .

-.apparent usefulness, rdcommended that .ISDP validation and development
efforts continue so that this instrument'.can become an easy'to use, tool for
all instructional developmsnt'and evaluation psrsonnek;

L

,I
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'IntrOduction

0-
.The.Physics Department at Brigham Young Uhiversity requested that the

1DivisiCa.of Instructional Research, Development and Evaluation make recom-
-mendations for improving the basic physics course at the University.. pitting.
-thelPall Semester of 1975, two-thirds of the students either withdrew un-.
14fIcialIy.front'the covirde or received a grade ot.incempletd: 'Student paling
..frohlems ObviOusIi contributed to these results, but problems nu/doubt existed
'with the'tests and instruction as well.-

Previous evaluation of the PhysicsAL(10 course at BYU has demonstrated
' -vrhat.the course, intended toteach conceptual'mitter content, contained

material that -was often deficient in the rule example-practice proposition..
of the lnstructional,Strategy Diagnostic Profile: A

' This study examined -the conceptual correspondence of the test items fo
the test prescriptiona'of the /SDP: Studentlerformanie was compared on the--
various typea,oriteis that were included on the tests.

Method
e

"ThePhisics Department provided, the pool'of test- items from which all of
the tests administered to the students were constructed. Each of the test '.

liemswas classified into one of five categories. according to the type of
conient they measured:

- , 1. U
.

red idquisitorrifistances (leg)--for questions it-Which
.theptud was a 4 to apply a rule (given or not given) -to a particular
instan not prev ously.encountered:

...

. .. .. .

. Part y.encountered invicsitoryinstance-nfor the same type of
'questions as on number one above, but where the partiCular instance had been

:: only tiara/411 encountered before. ... .

i . :, -.. . .
1

.. `.3. Encountered in4uisitbry instancefor the same' type of question- as
ih numbers one ands; two above, but instance had been, ....,..

previously encouneered. Lathe instructional materials:
'

..) ,

.-
. , .

,

.. , 4. ptquialtory generality ,(IG.)-for queotionkin.which the student was .

.

asked to remember pr'recognikea ru/eetatement or, concept definition.
.-.

. . . 4.. ...
.

5. Mricellanemis category (M) ---for questions where the student was asked:
(a) td.cit .1vidence (data dr logic) 'for a given 'proposition; (bYto give or '.

. recognrze uperbrdinate, coordinate, or subordinate,relationships among or)
betweenprqpositimbe

an
or concepts, or (c) to"remember a given constant or sbme

specific' ac, eic-piece of data, fact, which is "identity. .
... f .. 4

. .4. , d t

I'' .Nost..of the rest' items-containedmore than!one category;of question within
the ikeiai-nff any -ag questions occurred within an item, the whole item was.
classified Tag. If an 1G chiestion.weacomblned with a M question, .'the whole
.item.was 4/assitied-14../nkerrater reliability vas-strengtheied by having
both-raters bite thi same Items separateli_and then compare the, results. The

"few disagreements Were discussed until consihsui was reached on all :items.. 4

4,

1.

e

.
.
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An item was classified-as encountered if the answers to two - thirdly or-
more of tI questions constituting the item were found anywherein the text,
the syllabus, or the television lacturis. An item was classified as unete-
countered if one-third or fewer of the questions constituting the item were
encountered in the above mentioned sources. Items falling in between thest
two-cutoff points or items where a similar but not identidal instance was
encountered in the lesson materials'wite classified as partially encountered.

Independent Variables - , . .,
- ----,%ii

An analysis of variance was run, using three independent variables:
() the three examinations over three differentareas of subject matter, (2)
the seven test items used on each test, and (3) the five categories indicating
the content type of each item.

. 0' ....

I , .

The first examination covered themlirst six chapters of the text and
aimed It a conceptual understanding of Neillon's first two laws of motion. The
second examination covered chapters seven through ten of the text and aimed at .

a conceptual understanding of the laws of force and motion, conservation of
energy, the kinetic theory of matter, and the law Of entropy: The third .

;examination covered chapters 11 through 14 and aimed at a conceptuaj. under -_
standing_of the properties of waves, electricity, and magnetism.

The test item number was included as an independent variable because
it served as an 'index of the difficulty' level of the various items. The sixth'
and,geventh items on each test (A level items) were designed by the developers
of the test to bemore difficult than the fourth and fifth items (II level
items), and these

level
turn were designedio be more difficult than items one,

two, and three (: level items). An inclusion of this variable in the analysis
of variance enabled an empirical evaluation of the preassessed difficulty
levels of the ,items. - . .

The five.content type categories were to assess which types
of queitions were being answered, most effectively by the students.

Dependent Variables . - .
..

. - `. a.. 4 ; ..

The Physics Department had already gathered,data
.

en the .number of , .
students that had missed qadt item in dm pool of test items. The number or._
times each item was used on a test was calculable from knowing the totalt.n ber
of tests given and the procedure used'o geherate'the various testa that were
used. Fronthe above informatiorvehe'llettentage of students answering etch

. .test item correctry'cOuld be determined. This percentage was used as the
dependent variable in the analysis of variance reported'in the results section
of this paper.

. . ---".
A

_

, The final data analysis desigh was eu3 x 7 x5 matrix that can most
clearly be understood by looking at the' design diagram In Figure A-1.

..?
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Results

<

40116
Table Shows the mean,percentagOa of studentkansweripg items corgi

rectly on each of the three examinations, the mean percentages ofltudents
',answering questions correctly under each test. item number, and the mails
formed,by the -examination and item number interactions. An analysis of
variance shewed that the differences'among examinations means were signi-
ficant (Ex' 16:366, ax'.01) as were differences among it number means

is 23.747, 2. :01):

a

Table A-k

Examination vs. Item Number Matrixgmaiggantnea---

t

.

of Students.Answering.Items,correctly .

Item
Number 1 "1,

Exindnation
2 3.4

reans

1 87.945 83.141 . 82.998 84.816-

2 86.447 80.166 -./5.807 81.250

3 72.444 82.376 72.177 75.418

4 79.284 71.663, 61.232 71.590

. 5 73:763 63.785 674017 68.745

. 72,300 60.378 46.421 58.372

7 58.671 60.142 56.509 58.182

Means 76.021 73.24 65.811

Table A-2 shows the mean percentages of stude4ts answering each type of
-, test question correctly, the mean percentages of students answering questions

correctly under_each test item number, and the means formed by th, content
type and item number interactions. 4;;,4

Table A-3 shows the mean percentages of students answerin items correctly I'

on each of the three examinations, the mean percentages of at dents answering
each type of test question correctly, and the means formed.b*xamination angi
content type interactiohi. An analysis of variance showed thaik the differences
among the content-type means (66.077772.505, 73.388, 73.024,.fnd 74:6159) were

.

also signifiCant (F 2.049, E .05).

The nature of'these differences Watt,fnalyzed using prediction coefficients
and is rdported in the discussion section which follows. Table A-4 gites the
percentages of items used from each content type on each examination.

A-A

,
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Number

3 .

' 4.

5.

6

Means

Table A-2 °

ContentTyie vs. Item Number Matrix Mean Percentage
'of StAddAts Aniwering Items Correctly.

wF

. Question:Tyie

TI

4

`sit

Unenemur
tared leg.

824A

59.209

61.622.

64.186

58.78.5"'

64.148

Partially
Endounr'

tered Ieg d'Ieg . IG meind

86437 87,556 80.146 87.273 84.80 . .

,.. 1 $7,611 79.333 goiaiaT $

79.713 74.180 78.796 81.220 75.418
.

70.549 77.684 72.476 72.666 7k.590. --

92.099 70.486 63.813 0 68.745

. 45:253 66.425 41.333 '76.150 58.372'

53.574 59.166 65.864 48.610. 54.182
. , ,

.

66;077 . 72.505 ',73.388 13.024 74.159'
.

1

Examination vs. Content Typt Mean Percentage of Students
Answering Correctly Items. of Each,Question-Type .

k

Elcamiliatiost

Question Type 1
.

: 2 Means'

Unencountered Ieg 71.876 64.144:
.

PartiallyAncountered Ieg 78.058 73.504

Encountered Ieg
T

78.084 75.238

IG ...- 78.200, 73.470

M , 73.544 : 78.495
.

.

*.

.. Maori 4 76,021 73.291

61.568 66.077

59.735 72.505

66.842 73.388

68.204 °, . 73.024

70.743 74.159

65.811

a

Table A-3

1
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The Percentages of Items Used from Each Question
Type on Each Examination

.

qmp

'Question Type

Examination
.

3.

Unencouritered reg. ' fiz 20% 11% .

Partially Encountered Ieg 19% 7% 3%'

Encountered ug-
,

25%, 35%

IC - .10/0% :- 34; 4*

14 15Z : 4% ..

100%, 100%

46%.

29Z

9%

100%

I. 4

Discussion
.

The difference among examinations indicates that significantly fewer
students responded correctly to the items on the third exam (see Table A-1).
It is-possible that the items were more difficult or that, because orthe

- end of-the semester, fewer students retook the third exam than,retoOk the
first and second exams.- Each time a student retook an examinatIA6,-even
though the items were-different than 'on the previous exam, he was like* to
do better than he did the time before because of more study in the area where
he was deficient. This would mean that the average pircentage of students
answering items correctly was artificially elevated-for both the first and-

. second examsm -more so for the'firet than for the' second. Regardless the
question type, items on the third exam were missed More often than the cor-
responding type og items on the other two exams (see Table-A-3).

.. . . 1
. . ...__. . ,

The sixth and
..

seventh test questions on each'exam were consistently more
difficult than all of the other quistioris (iee Trittle A-l. -Howeveri question
six on exam one was not significantly more difficult than questions thretand
five. The overall means for the seven questiOn nutberifindicate that questions'.
four and five fell 'in-the middle range of difficulty as intended, but-this.was
not consistent when th three exams were Consideted separately; .

. . .
.

,

Although questions six and seven were more difficult than the others, they
were not measuring a. higher level of conceptuil underOtanding, asimight'bt..
hoped, but, rather more obscure details encountered.in.th test, sllabuso.or
yideotipea It might be more meaningful to use previduilylunendountered-. :,

, questions as A and B level items. This would tend to award Bs'ind'Ai,on the
basis of a better conceptual understanding orthe material rather thini on the
basis of ability to remember more qbscure detail. % .

...

0 ..,

4 A-6 63
t
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'Regardless of the type of question involved, items six and sevenwere
consistently missed more frequently than the other item (see Table A2).

' 'This is likely a reflection of the tendency for A-level items to deal with
obscure details. It is also interesting thaton the unencountered inquisitory
*stance questions (unencountered leg) for the B and C levels, each of the
mean percentages falls below the grand mean for its respective question number.
This is as we would expect for more difficult questions. Yet for the A level
niestions, the unencountered leg questions have mean percentages equal to or
higher than the grand means for their respective question numbers. This may
Mean'that_the students have acquired a set response to unencountered unobscure
items versus unencountered obscure items. For example,they may be skipping
the unencountered unobscure items without spending much time on them because
they realise that they hive never seen them before. At the same:tibe, be-
cause the A level items involve more obscure material; they are spending more
time ECWilkiiiaoairFoWirilfrellmoreriHrganswers on ,their own. -110

ti-

The unencountered instance questions are. signifsantly more difficult
(a < .05) than all other test question types as we lot expect if they were
measuring understanding at conceptual level rather t'an at just, p memory level
(see Table A-3). The partially encountered instance question the encountered
instance questions, the inquisitory generality questions, and the miscellaneous
questions all seem to be at,the sane leyel.of difficulty for t e students. How-

ever, the partially encountered instance items on test three a slightly ,

(though not Significantly) more difficult _than t unencounter- instance items;

The partially encountered items in tests one and t but &re Jailer to the
unencountered items in test threet 1

.

The percentages of unencountered instance questions on the various exams
an also very, interesting. Because 04 are the most difficult items, one
might have expected a positive correlation between qle-percentages of such,
items and the performanceby the ettOnts -artheltedts. However, there ;was a
negative correlation (see Table Ar4). Although test three wap.:the,mosp
difficult for the students; it had only 11 perce4 of the most difficult
question type. This might mean that the suBject matte?testedin teak;
three was inherently more-difficult or that the instructionin this area

_ al
was weaker. .

'.... if '. . t' .,..

The-present study will be expanded ti see ifstudent performance:on upen
countered instance (*nations could be in roved by following the princilles of
effective instruction recommended in the instrOctiordii,Htrategy Diagnostic'
Profile. -

.e.,

1

. a
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